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       The idea
• Model development
The structure of the Web portal
• Overview of the outputs
• Search Engine
• WebGIS
• OGC services
• Prediction models
http://www.eulakes-model.eu/
Outline
<The welcome page
http://www.eulakes-model.eu/
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Structure
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Overview of the outputs
Outputs
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Search Engine
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Georeferenced data:  base cartography + Projects 
outputs + remote sensing data + climate change data
WebGIS
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Layer Query
Feature Information:
• Reports broken down into small pieces (i.e SFI)
WebGIS
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OGC Web Services for the standardization and interoperability 
of the geospatial data (Web Map Service)
OCG Services: Introduction
Torri del Benaco, 19th September 2013
EULAKES Model
Geo database
GIS Users
GIS Users
GIS Users
Web Services
WebGIS Users
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Web Services for the standardization and interoperability of the 
geospatial data (Web Map Service)
• Preview of the layers
• “Get capabilities”: download directly the description of each lake 
service + future climate change scenairios
• “Url”: obtain the address where the service is stored
OCG Services
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• predict the interactions between chlorophyll, phosphorous and 
water transparency, based on the OECD equations 
Model predictions: OECD
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• predictcyanobactiera concentration in correlation with 
phosphorus and chlorophyll presence 
Model predictions:
Cyanobacteria concentration
<ConclusionsEULAKES
Physical model is 
different for each lake
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Model predictions: 
chlorophyll-a prediction 
model concept and  
input & output data 
types
<EULAKES model resultsChange of summer maximum chlorophyll-a concentrations in the 4 
basins of Lake Balaton as a function of climate change and nutrient load
<
EULAKES model results
Change of annual average and annual maximum chlorophyll-a 
concentrations in the 3 basins of Lake Neusiedl as a function of climate 
change
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Internet Address of the EULAKES Model Web site:
http://www.eulakes-model.eu/
